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The quickest & easiest way
to create expense reports
Entertainment: Use ABUKAI Expenses to cut tax prep time by 67%*
and focus on finding your next gig, networking, or doing more jobs
ABUKAI provides a great way for entertainment and film professionals and their crew
to keep track of their expenses. ABUKAI Expenses offers a low cost alternative to hiring
an assistant and can greatly help reduce tax preparation time for professionals.
PC Magazine Award-winning, ABUKAI Expenses eliminates all the cumbersome
work associated with creating expense reports including typing data from receipts,
categorizing expenses and looking up exchange rates.
Step 1. Simply take a picture of each receipt on location or wherever.
Step 2. Press “Submit” whenever you are ready.
Users receive their finished expense report with cost categorization, date, vendor,
amount and all the other information already filled in. In only 2 steps! Instead of having
to manually enter the data for each expense entry, with ABUKAI Expenses, users only
need to take a picture of the receipt anywhere they go. ABUKAI Expenses is a truly
mobile solution that can be used anywhere, including on set or on location, and is
always accessible. It is a much lower cost alternative to hiring an assistant to handle
the paperwork, and can significantly reduce time spent on bookkeeping, allowing
professionals to spend time on sourcing new gigs, networking or doing more jobs
instead. ABUKAI also has solutions for production accounting, large teams and studios.
Case Example: Eric Van Arsdale is a professional stuntman in the motion picture
industry, based out of Hollywood. Eric’s job is not the typical 9-5 job. One of his
challenges is not always knowing when his next job is. For artists, relying on project
by project work, keeping track of finances is key. Eric could get asked to crash a car,
do a complex fight scene or fall down a flight of stairs the next day. Professionals such
as Eric work closely with actors, directors, and producers to help create illusion of what
you see on the big screen. Eric has been involved
with movies including Captain America, Now You
See Me, and Spider-Man among many other high
profile blockbusters. Being versatile as a physical
performer and communicator is vital. Like many
other professionals, Eric travels often so being
mobile is crucial. With ABUKAI, Eric just snaps a
photo after each transaction while on location and
then processes the report per job or once a month.
Eric receives the report directly in email and the
ABUKAI User Portal where it is always saved so that
at the end of year Eric only has to print out the
spreadsheets and reports.
“What I love about ABUKAI is how simple it is to use. I don’t ever have to
worry about saving receipts or inputting the data at a later date.
ABUKAI has helped cut down my entire tax preparation down to about a
third of the time of what it used to be. Everyone needs a good assistant and
that is just what ABUKAI Expenses is, and a steal at the cost!“
Eric Van Arsdale, Professional Stuntman
Hollywood, California, United States
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